Letter from the Editor

It’s been a busy year in the SOAN Department. Every ten years or so each department and program at Middlebury goes through (endures?) a rigorous evaluation by an external review committee. Our external review this year was tasked with a) figuring out what sort of department structure will bring the best disciplinary coherence for our majors, and b) whether the department needs a new colleague to teach topics we cannot cover adequately. The answers to these important questions are a) we’re going to work to re-organize our curriculum into tracks for anthropology and sociology and b) we’re going to hire a new linguistic anthropologist, to start in Fall 2013. This is very exciting news. Many thanks to the students who demonstrated the need for linguistic anthropology by taking my “Language and Power” course over the years!

As part of the external review, the department did some research that may interest you as alumni. We wanted to know what sorts
of jobs the 2001-2011 alumni are doing with their SOAN majors. You, like your predecessors, are pursuing a strikingly diverse range of careers. You include a sailmaker, an acupuncturist, a classical violinist, and a passport specialist. There are, however, four sorts of careers that SOAN alumni tend to do.

- **Education.** 17% of our alumni are working as K-12 schoolteachers or in educational administration. This is about the same proportion as in the 1990s.

- **Business.** 27% of our alumni work in the private sector, largely in finance, management consulting, sales, real estate, and marketing. This is a significant increase compared to a 1997 survey. A new trend in this data is that many of these specialize in communications and public relations.

- **Social work.** 9% of our alumni are doing social work, but in a way that differs from the 1986-1996 students, who were clinical social workers and counselors for vulnerable populations. Members of the 2001-2011 group tends to specialize in health administration and public health research.

- **Public interest.** 13% of our alumni work in the non-profit sector as activists and development practitioners. The change from the 1990s cohort is that many of our recent alumni work in international settings, mostly with government agencies and non-governmental organizations with an environmental focus.

The SOAN Department’s alumni post-baccalaureate educational success is also evident. Of the 209 for whom we have data for this decade, 22% have received either MA, MSW, MEd, and MBA degrees. 5% have received or are currently in Ph.D. programs, and 8% have received or are working toward specialized professional degrees such as MD and JD.

It’s been a busy and productive year, and the Department of Sociology and Anthropology expects another good year in 2012-2013. We hope that you’re doing well – and we’d love to hear from you.

-- Mike Sheridan

**Faculty and Staff Updates**

**Svea Closser**

This past year I’ve been running a seven-country study on the way health systems in poor countries are affected by big internationally funded health initiatives. It has been amazing to work with medical anthropologists from across the world on this project, including a few of my personal heroes. We’re now in the process of analyzing all the data we’ve collected (from Nepal, India, Pakistan, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Rwanda, and Angola). I’m enjoying working with some great SOAN students (both current and alum) in this process. These include Vanessa Neerghleen, Kate Bass, Pauley Tedoff, Izzy Nuttall, Quan Pham, Jessie Ebersole, Jessi Stevens, Hannah Judge, Anna Clements, Isabel Shaw, and Olivia Noble. I’m now on sabbatical, which I had imagined would involve some combination of reading trashy novels, skiing, and lying on a beach with a fruity drink. Alas, I find myself coding thousands of pages of government documents from Andhra Pradesh. Suggestions for remedying this tragic situation welcomed.
Laurie Essig
Laurie organized two Mellon funded conferences with Sujata Moorti. The first occurred at Breadloaf in October 2011 and the second at Vassar in June 2012. The purpose of the conferences was to add queer theory to the liberal arts curriculum. As a result of the conferences, there will be a website for professors at liberal arts colleges that will allow them to see sample syllabi, bibliographies of queer theory in their field, and a variety of helpful hints on how to add sexuality studies to what they are already teaching. There is also the possibility of a book project from the Vassar conference papers. Laurie also taught a new course on “White People” this year as a first year seminar. This course in critical race studies will be a senior seminar this year. In addition to academic life, Laurie continues to blog at the Chronicle and enjoy life coaching her daughter Georgia in taekwondo and helping Willa get her driver’s license and first real job!

James Fitzsimmons
This fall I helped with the planning and organization of Painted Metaphors: Pottery and Politics of the Ancient Maya, an exhibit at the Middlebury College Museum of Art which ran from September to December 2011. This was the first exhibit on the Precolombian Americas at the College, and brought together faculty, staff, undergraduates, and even local K-12 students. During this time I’ve been working on my second book, The Archaeology of Death in Ancient Mesoamerica (under contract from the University of Texas Press), as well as a manuscript for the University of Arizona Press that is tentatively titled Living with the Dead in the Andes (co-edited with Izumi Shimada). The lab in Munroe 111 continues to develop. The excavation equipment housed there saw heavy use this fall, as I undertook a small excavation with student volunteers out by Bicentennial Hall. The most important new equipment we have is the new total station (right) -- a surveying tool used to map sites that is a ‘must-have’ for any archaeological laboratory. So it has been a great year. See you in the fall!

Chong-Suk Han
This summer has been quite eventful, but in unexpected (and unwelcome) ways! In mid May I had a tooth pulled (which was "postponed" until the end of the semester) then had two more "extracted" in early July - ouch! Just when I thought "it" would soon be "over" (after the implants, that is), new x-rays show that my bridge will need to be removed and replaced. For some reason, the old Morton Salt tag-line of "when it rains, it pours" has been repeating on a loop in my head. Being the sociologist that I am, I couldn't help thinking about the way "person with multiple teeth missing" (my new identity given that currently, I have three missing and will have six – yes, SIX – gone when they remove the bridge but before they put in the implants) is socially
constructed and what other, unrelated, characteristics we assign those who have multiple teeth missing. See, like I tell you in class - "everything" can be examined through a sociological lens! But despite my overwhelming tragedy (sarcasm), I did manage to make a trip out to Seattle and San Francisco. During my trip, I "worked" by hanging out with informants from my dissertation days to catch up with them and get a sense of what has changed and what has stayed the same as I revise my dissertation into a book. Good news is that the book proposal is out and is getting good feedback!

Marcos Lopez

I enjoyed my first year at Middlebury and thank everyone who helped make it my new home. I would especially like to thank everyone who heard my ongoing pleas for warmer weather (even though last winter wasn’t that cold). I look forward to meeting a new set of students next year in my Research Methods, Latina/os in the U.S. and Migrations courses, and actually bask in the snow! I am spending a busy summer in California where I am doing follow up research, writing, attending conferences, and enjoying precious time with friends and family. Ironically, it is now colder in northern California than in Middlebury. Still, the summer has been good to me so far. We are enjoying the outdoors and letting Julia (our pup, down left) run wild.

Jamie McCallum

I finished my first year teaching at Middlebury with a greater appreciation for small town life, a renewed commitment to gardening, and a book contract. The whole Harry Potter thing, however, still baffles me. I was happy to leave some parts of my past life in New York City behind, and have relished the opportunity to explore the area around here. I published an academic article and a few journalistic things here and there, and plan to wrap up the book manuscript this summer. In early August I’ll present at the International Sociology Association conference in Buenos Aires, an event that emphasizes the kind of public sociology that most informs my work. I was sad to see some of my favorite students graduate, but having met some Middlebury alums out and about in the world I have a feeling our paths will cross sooner than later. To guide me through this new place, I relied on my friends, colleagues and community in ways I had never imagined. With that in mind, I’ll end by thanking those who saved me from certain peril more than once or twice: Vergennes Laundry, Aubuchon Hardware, and Randy’s Service Center—where would I be without you?

Peggy Nelson

After a challenging fall semester (during which the methods class collected a vast number of surveys on the topics of drugs and sex), I spent the spring traveling back and forth between Middlebury and Boston as well as to and from conferences in New York City (two), Toronto, and Pomona. This summer I’m off to England and Germany (for fun) and Denver (for a conference). After all this moving around, I’m looking forward to the fall when I will stay in one place and teach.
Linus Owens

Linus spent the year enjoying his first sabbatical, which translated into globe-hopping for the last half of 2011. Right after the end of spring classes, he traveled to Denmark and Germany for 2 weeks, as part of a Mellon-funded research grant to study urban sustainability projects in Northern Europe. From there, he went to New York for the month of July, to participate in a NEH Summer Institute on NYC material culture at the Bard Graduate Center. The fall brought new locations, starting with 2 months in California, in residence at Middlebury's own Monterey Institute (although he was actually based in San Francisco). After a couple weeks back home in Vermont, it was next off to Berlin, where he ended the year. Both of these trips offered opportunities for research and writing on his current projects on squatters’ movements and activist mobility. During this time, he completed 2 chapters to appear in forthcoming books: "Have Squat, Will Travel" which will be in a book he helped edit as part of SQEK (Squatting Europe Kollective), Squatting in Europe: Radical Spaces and Urban Struggles from Minor Compositions, and "At Home in the Movement: Constructing a European Oppositional Identity Through Activist Travel," which will appear in the book Understanding European Movements, from Routledge. After returning safely to Vermont at the beginning of 2012, he continued working on his proposal for his current book project on social movement travel and mobility, hoping to get a lot done before the sabbatical comes to its inevitable close.

Ellen Oxfeld

I am looking forward to sabbatical after a busy year as department chair which included overseeing a departmental external review. The last one was done 15 years ago, and the external review team had high praise for the quality of teaching and scholarship in our department! For those of you who don’t know what a departmental review is, it involved inviting four scholars from other comparable institutions to Middlebury and asking them to read piles of information about our department and program. Then they make an on-campus visit and speak to faculty, students and administrators and finally they come up with an assessment of the department, and also recommendations for the future. As for scholarship, I presented a paper entitled “Feeding the Generations: Intergenerational Care and Food Exchanges in Rural China,” at a panel at the AAA Meetings in Montreal this past November. The panel’s focus was on the political economy and cultural practice of care in contemporary China. I also gave a short presentation at the annual conference of the Physicians for a National Health Program about Vermont’s road to single payer and what the new law (Act 48) means. It was certainly a different experience presenting to physicians rather than anthropologists! I’ll be continuing that extracurricular interest this coming year as well, but I am mainly looking forward to my sabbatical in which I will be working on a manuscript on food and moral economy in contemporary rural China. I’ll be taking two trips to China in the Fall -- one to observe the Mid-Autumn Festival in rural China in late September, and another to participate in a conference in Hong Kong in mid-December. I
hope to stay put in Vermont after that and work on my manuscript!

Mari Price
I am happy to say I have successfully completed my first academic year as the Sociology and Anthropology department coordinator. I feel very fortunate to work with such a fantastic and fun group of people. It is a pleasure for me to come to work every day. In early March my partner and I adopted a brilliant 6 year-old chocolate lab, Ella. She is very energetic and enjoys hiking, camping and canoeing with us. She may also be a touch spoiled. My family and I will be traveling a fair amount this summer but I very much look forward to the upcoming academic year.

Michael Sheridan
In last year’s newsletter I mentioned that I was heading to the Caribbean on an ethnobotanical project. I was following a particular plant, *Cordyline fruticosa*, through the Eastern Caribbean to understand how it’s used to mark property boundaries and gravesites in ways that are (I think) very African. In Trindiad I met cocoa farmers who said that the plant indicates moral and socially legitimate boundaries. In Tobago I tramped around a sugar estate established in the late 18th century and searched for the ruins of plantation houses in secondary rainforest. In St. Vincent I talked to several members of the Spiritual Baptist church, which is an Afrocentric Christian sect that uses *Cordyline* as its key symbolic link to West Africa. A Spiritual Baptist priestess told me how a particular *Cordyline* plant comes to her in dreams and speaks to her, and takes her to dance with her African ancestors. She carries this potted houseplant in an annual parade for her church. The final island on my itinerary was Dominica. There I met a forester who said that he often finds the ‘red dragon’ (*Cordyline*) alongside breadfruit and plantain in the deep forest at 19th century ex-slaves’ habitation sites. Overall this project has convinced me that I’m ‘onto something,’ and I’m looking forward to figuring out how to connect these dots.

David Stoll
After five years, I’m finally wrapping up *Great Expectations: How Migration Fever and Microcredit Produced a Financial Crash in a Guatemalan Town*. If this doesn’t strike you as a good title, hurry up and write because Rowman and Littlefield has offered to publish it by the end of 2012.

Rebecca Tiger
This upcoming academic year, I’ll be on sabbatical working on my book project *Rock Bottom: Celebrity, Reality TV and the Moral Order of Addiction*. I’m looking at how celebrity gossip bloggers, their readers and reality television shows such as “Intervention” and “Celebrity Rehab” and their viewers construct addiction as an incurable badness and
Overall, I’m interested in how celebrity and media culture have become important sites for the construction of social problems. This research is an outgrowth of my first book Judging Addicts: Drug Courts and Coercion in the Justice System (forthcoming in December 2012 with NYU Press) where I examine the systems of therapeutic and punitive control drug users are subjected to through the criminalization of drug use facilitated the war on drugs. This past year, I taught a new course Celebrity. My article about celebrity gossip blog coverage of Lindsay Lohan’s legal troubles was published in Contexts last August. Besides watching a lot of reality television and spending time on celebrity gossips blogs, I have taken carpentry courses, am learning to sew, play a lot of tennis and finally (and reluctantly) learned how to drive.

Senior Project Abstracts

Darkowaa Adu-Kofi
“The Joking Relationship between Ghanaians and Nigerians”
This project explores how West Africans from Ghana and Nigeria identify and relate to each other through a social pattern of joking, creating a sort of postcolonial sibling rivalry. As they say, Nigerians and Ghanaians are brothers with the same mother but different fathers. A joking relationship, as articulated by Radcliffe-Brown, is a peculiar combination of friendliness and antagonism. The behavior that in any other social context would express and arouse hostility is not taken seriously because it blends both hostility and real friendliness. Joking behavior among these anglophone West Africans express and maintain identities by reference to national stereotypes, with which both Ghanaians and Nigerians express and evaluate one another’s behavior. The antagonism and solidarity that result maintains their sibling rivalry.

Dominic Atkatz
“Prescribed to the Identity: Middkids’ Symbolic Association with Adderall”
This senior work examines the student discourse regarding the use and availability of study drugs, specifically Adderall (the most popular brand of amphetamine salts legally sold through a prescription for those who are diagnosed with ADD/ADHD). Drawing on the analysis of ten thirty-minute interviews of Middlebury seniors, half of whom have an Adderall prescription and half who are not prescribed the substance, this project examines (1) how students create their symbolic association with Adderall, (2) how that symbolic relationship reflects their identities, in part, as Middlebury students and (3) how they negotiate these identities with their conception of the the Middlebury College identity as a whole. This project does not determine whether or not Adderall has a positive or negative effect on the Middlebury student body. Instead, my analysis conveys the meaning – usually framed in personal and moral terms – that each student attributes to Adderall and whether or not it should be legally available to all students.
on campus. Additionally, this project relates the extent to which the interviewees attempt to monitor and regulate their and other students’ use of Adderall to their constructions of the “Middlebury Ideal” and their notions of how the ideal member of the “Middlebury Community” should act.

Holly Atkins
“The Performance of Italian Identity: Italian Restaurants in North Beach, San Francisco and their Presentation of Italian Culture”
After spending my entire evening eating and visiting in Nonna Gina’s, a small Italian restaurant found on the outskirts of Il Campo in Siena, Italy, I found myself constantly searching for that sense of Italian food culture here in the U.S. I longed for homemade gnocchi, the ability to spend the night conversing with the other clientele and staff in the restaurant; the ability to taste the culture and food of Siena, Italy. After focusing on three Italian-American restaurants in San Francisco’s “Little Italy,” North Beach, I came to the conclusion that “authentic” Italian food is presented differently throughout restaurants in the U.S. I discuss how each restaurant presents itself as maintaining “authentic” Italian cuisine and cultural values. I examine how much of this presentation is a performance, and how much of it is a close representation of the Italian cultural identity.

Kate Bass
“Proto-Citizens: Perceptions of U.S. Immigration Law in Rural Michoacán, Mexico”
Researchers have explored economic and social aspects of migration. However, legal considerations in migrant decision making and sending communities have been largely ignored. This thesis focuses on perceptions of U.S. immigration laws in Santa Rosa, Michoacán—a small community in central Mexico. I show how migration from Santa Rosa to the United States has been historically constructed as necessary and ethical. I also reveal that people in Santa Rosa expect and are waiting for another amnesty for undocumented workers in the United States. I highlight the role of the Bracero Program (1942-1964) and the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act in the construction of these beliefs, as policies that encouraged and then rewarded illegal entry to the United States. I then suggest that U.S. immigration policy has established a social contract, complete with benefits and obligations, between the people of Santa Rosa and the U.S. state.

Shipnia Bytyqi
“On Neither Side of the Spectrum: New York City Public School Parents’ Perspectives on the Changing Nature of the Proper Relationship between a Community and its Schools”
The New York City (NYC) Department of Education has a complex history of governance and reform and is under constant scrutiny and pressure to “provide results.” This culture of working by the numbers oftentimes detracts our attention from the different players in the realm
of public education, such as communities and families. I explore how a current program, the Children First Initiative, and its management plan, the “portfolio strategy,” has impacted NYC public school parents’ perceptions of the proper relationship between a community and its schools. Through interviews with fourteen parents who have experienced NYC public schools both before and during this reform, I have found that the relationship between the community and its schools appears to have changed—it is no longer dependent on locality; rather, it rests on the expectation that schools can serve students from all over the city. Despite the geographical distance that portfolio strategy has created between parents and their children’s high schools, parents appear to have a stronger sense of connection to these schools and solid expectations of how they expect to be engaged with their children’s educational experiences. Overall, the parents I interviewed present a perspective that is both accepting of the changes their communities have endured and critical of the schools, the NYC DOE, and themselves—they call for continued improvement and increased responsibility to their children.

Tom Cantwell
“Sexual Assault at Middlebury College: The College as a Social Actor”
Middlebury College’s fascination with appropriately handling issues of sexual assault can be best understood by its overbearing appearance and abundance in the Middlebury College Safety and Security Handbook. “Sexual Misconduct Policy” occupies nearly one quarter of the book, with no other policy receiving similar attention. The majority of my research draws on Goffman’s dramaturgical approach, in which Middlebury College is a social actor, and constantly aware of the impression it makes. My research and interest in the topic began once my friends were accused and convicted of sexual assault under College policy. Certain that my friends were innocent, I decided to investigate the College’s procedures. I realized the trust between students and the College is often compromised by its treatment of sexual misconduct cases. The school, through a variety of actions, has made it clear that it is intent on upholding a view of itself as a safe and moral institution. The language the College uses regarding issues of sexual assault highlight its intent to monitor student’s sexual behavior to the point where any proclaimed “victim” is fully cared for under College policy. My research suggests that colleges enact policy measures to govern student’s sexual behavior, but that this interference erodes trust between institutions and students.

Kathleen Carter
“The Emerging Presence of Blacks and Africans in China”
This essay looks at the growing presence of Africans and African-Americans in China and the issues they face in light of both traditional Chinese and western notions of race, and also the cultural legacies of the Maoist and reform eras. As a result of my experiences in China, I was inspired to inspect the factors have affected my stay in China as a black female American foreign exchange student. I became concerned
about the African American and African foreign experience in China, and the myriad of cultural influences that are present in China that affect the experience. Additionally, I became inspired to investigate what cultural prejudices are present, and why? I was curious about how western racial categories have influenced Chinese ideas. After an historical examination of western ideas and Chinese ideas about race, and the changes and even contractions in these ideas over time, the essay concludes with a focus on how all this works out in contemporary Guangzhou, a bustling southeast Chinese city where both African and African-Americans come as traders, business people and students.

Arthur Choo
“Imposing Integration: Duality of North Korean Refugee Resettlement in South Korea”

This project examines the paradoxical nature of the Korean refugee resettlement process. It highlights the conflict between the North Korean defectors’ pursuit of ‘freedom’ on one hand and the highly regulated and rationalized procedure that they undergo to obtain it. To accommodate the rapid growth of the North Korean refugee population, the South Korean government has developed programs to facilitate resettlement and reintegration. Yet despite these initiatives, refugees report low levels of satisfaction and general displeasure with their new lives in the South. I demonstrate how different aspects of agency are inevitably relinquished as refugees move through a series of institutions that serve to deconstruct, reconstruct, and manage these migrants in ways that correspond with the state’s vision of successful resettlement. This is a contradictory process that results in the creation of what I call “functional citizens.” Although the treatment of refugees appears to promote their self-determination and empowerment, these freedoms are designed to ensure allegiance to the South Korean state and capitalist ideologies.

Sophia D’Ignazio
“A Study of Personhood in Ghost Stories”

This project looks at the concept of personhood as seen through personal ghost stories. The ghost stories were collected in interviews and the transcripts analyzed through narrative analysis techniques to discover the social and cultural assumptions behind American personhood. The analysis uses death and the afterlife; body, embodiment, and agency; and narrative co-construction as three frames for approaching personhood as a socially and culturally constructed
concept. This project shows that personhood relies on characteristics of individual identity specific to contemporary Western society as well as an understanding of agency as body-based. Together, these pieces make up the social identity that constitutes personhood.

Note: Sophia was one of the co-recipients of the 2012 Blum & Company, Inc. Award which is awarded to a graduating senior in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology for high academic achievement or leadership in student and community activities.

cris diorio

“High-risk Consumption: How Ideas about Student’s Alcohol and other Drug Use at Middlebury College Call for Monitoring and Management of Students”

This essay aims to gain a better understanding of how certain types of alcohol and drug consumption are constructed as a public problem at Middlebury College, and how this problem calls for systems of surveillance and control of student bodies and student life. I interviewed College administrators to gain a better understanding of the policy and guiding philosophy that lead to these systems. In addition to Joseph Gusfield’s theory about the construction of public problems, this essay draws upon Peter Kelly’s risk discourse to demonstrate how any type of consumption can be constructed as problematic to the socially preferred futures for young adults. Christian Smith’s notion of emerging adulthood as a developmental stage that deems young people irresponsible and calls for older adult intervention in their lives, and Michel Foucault’s theories on discipline, punishment and the Panopticon help me to better understand how the college maintains power over students by monitoring and managing their consumption.

Evan Doyle

“Patagonia Sin Represas: Resisting Neoliberal Order Through a Transnational Environmental Movement”

This essay investigates the politics and strategies of a transnational environmental movement based in Latin America that is concerned with preserving Chilean Patagonia by fighting the construction of a mega-dam project. Through this project, I contribute to the transnational environmental movement literature by using the Patagonia Sin Represas (PSR) – Patagonia Without Dams – movement as a case study. I used interviews and survey data as well as primary and secondary source analysis. I argue that, even within the context of an unfavorable political opportunity structure, an international movement with a diverse strategy can still overcome certain barriers. I suggest that the PSR campaign’s innovative strategy of building international alliances to connect local and global activists in a dynamic interaction allows them to build significant power as a transnational movement. Additionally, I argue that large anti-damming movements are almost inherently transnational in nature, and need not frame their issues as before in order to attract international supporters to their local campaigns.

Mindy Harvey

“Playing in the Sandbox: Class and Parent Preferences in Public Elementary Education”

This essay examines what parents of public elementary school students value about their schools and the educational experience these schools provide. Parents have an ever-
increasing number of options for their children’s elementary education, but not all parents have equal opportunities to choose alternatives to public school. Besides economic capital, parental preferences, social status, and cultural capital shape where children go to school. In this essay I discuss social versus academic expectations, parent involvement, and responses to standardized testing. I show that parents tend to differentiate, in all three of these research areas, between the individual (their child) and the group (their school). Further, the social class of individual families and a school community as a whole is fundamental for understanding how these social factors interact.

Ashley Higgins
“The Examination of the Political Undertones in the Defeat of Seven Macaw”
My thesis analyzes the political ideologies in the Post-Classic Mayan religious and literary document, the *Popol Vuh*. I examine one myth from this text, “The Defeat of Seven Macaw.” Some scholars indicate that the character of Seven Macaw embodies the legitimacy of the Classic Maya leaders, whereas the victorious blowgun-wielding Hero Twins represent the political ideologies of the Post-Classic Maya. I identify the different political characteristics of the Classic and Post-Classic Maya in the story. I draw on three key theorists (Anthony Wallace, Claude Levi-Strauss, and Eric Wolf) to conduct this narrative analysis. This project is the first scholarship to examine “The Defeat of Seven Macaw” for its significance in understanding Classic and Post-Classic Mayan politics.

Norah Jones
“This is What a Feminist Looks Like: An Understanding of the Slutwalk Movement through Internet Commentary”
In this study, I analyze the public response to the Slutwalk movement by looking at blogs and commentary on Slutwalk: NYC. There is a heated debate on issues of female sexuality, reappropriation of language, and inclusivity. I use Bakhtin’s theories on dialogical discourse and Foucault’s discussion of language and power to understand these conversations. Furthermore, these issues reflect ideological conflicts that have existed within since second wave feminism. Slutwalk is different, however, because the debate remains civil in spite of its online context. This could be a result of the continued attention that posters pay to the difference between the message of the movement (to stop rape culture), and its methods, provocative dress, title, etc. The Slutwalk movement manages to contain these conflicting ideologies all under one banner, and can be seen as an indicator of increasing unification in today’s feminist movement.

Vincent A. Jones IV
“Baby Boomers and Facebook: Discipline, Surveillance, and the Citizen”
This mixed-method project combines participant observation, ethnographic interviews, and social theory to explain how Facebook reproduces gender norms and manifestations of power in society. I examine how the platform inherently works to allow people to present their gender, and how young adults, in particular, utilize the site to reproduce
and circumvent social norms. I explore how capitalism circulates through social media to render users “docile” by marking certain citizens as productive. I argue that Facebook enables citizens to maintain their commitment to capitalism by engaging in less-meaningful and authentic relationships with other people. Finally, I highlight how Facebook is quickly becoming an inescapable hegemonic institution; people are compelled to join and internalize its strict rules of conduct, lest they are marked with social stigma. On the other hand, users can use Facebook to represent themselves in ways that boost their social capital, resulting in greater social power. This usually involves representing heteronormativity, other hegemonic norms, and markers of class. On a less abstract level, I explore how different generations discipline each other into “good” online behavior.

**Sparkle Joyner**

“Reality in Fairy Tales: Discourses of Race, Gender, and Class in The Princess and the Frog”

With the release of Walt Disney's first fairytale that focuses exclusively on an African American family, it is necessary to explore race, gender and class construction in The Princess and the Frog. Using a black feminist and social constructionist theoretical framework, my research probes the ways that this movie engages discourses of race, class and gender in American society. I evaluate how The Princess and the Frog both challenges and reinforces popular narratives surrounding these discourses. Findings indicate that the discourses of difference are mostly reinforced in the film, and it is clear that Disney’s monopoly on children's entertainment presents ideologically charged material to America's youth. Disney plays a major role in the symbolic maintenance of the social order of American society in terms of racist, sexist, and classist ideologies.

**Nina Kelly**

“Les Racines du Vodou: The Roots of Vodou through Historical and Symbolic Analysis”

Haiti is a country with a history of colonialism, slaves and plantation agriculture, and became the first country in the Western Hemisphere to have a successful slave rebellion that ousted the colonial power (in this case, France). Following the revolution (1791-1804), the country underwent much political turmoil, but also experienced a cultural revitalization that incorporated many African symbols and ideas into the new society. This was the context for the development of both the Haitian vodou religion and cohesive Haitian identity. The specific symbols that were integral to both religion and national identity formation were natural tree symbols that had origins in West African symbolic systems. Using symbolic analysis based on Victor Turner's 'social drama,' Sherry Ortner’s ‘key symbols,’ and Eric R. Wolf’s ‘structural power,’ my analysis of these tree symbols (specifically the banana, calabash, and silk cotton mapou trees), draws out the ideas of Haitian and African identities formed in this 19th century process of cultural revitalization.
Amy Kwak
“Always the Other: Biracial American-Japanese Narratives of Racial Discourse Negotiation”
Until 2000, the U.S. Census did not allow individuals to identify as more than one race, effectively discounting the experiences of biracial individuals. Since then, some Americans like to think that we are a post-racial society. Biracials in Japan, meanwhile, have been a highly visible population since the end of World War II. While popular attitudes towards Haafu (half Japanese, half foreigner) are now more exoticizing than discriminatory, they remain an “othering” gaze.

Through interviews with seven White-American-Japanese biracial Haafu girls, I uncover the continuing significance of race in these national contexts. I find that the continued utility of the “one drop rule” in the United States, as well as the exoticization of white beauty standards in Japan, marks these biracials as the “other” in both societies. I propose two new theories with which to understand the processes of racial discourse negotiation at work for these biracials: “doubling double consciousness” as well as a “zero-sum race theory.”

Mark Little
“The Historic Land Use of Brookmead Farm in Monterey, Massachusetts, 1737-1900”
This project is an exploration of the historical land use of Brookmead Farm in Monterey, Massachusetts. Through extensive archival research on deeds, wills, tax records and local histories, I trace the changing uses of the land from the years 1737 through 1900, and attempt to understand the motivations of the individuals who managed and owned the land. Berkshire County hill towns provide an interesting setting for the study of land use in the context of broader sociological, ecological and economic transformations. The relative isolation and small population of such towns resulted in a more localized economy than outlined in the broader literature on the development of agriculture and industry in the nation as a whole. The geography and ecology of Monterey determined much of its social and economic development. Its small population magnified the impact of individuals on the social fabric and ecological characteristics of the community. Through a literature review and historical analysis of concurrent trends in the broader region, I evaluate the broader sociological, ecological and economic conditions that influenced the different iterations of the farm over the 18th and 19th centuries. By moving back and forth between broader historical trends and their place-based manifestations, this work demonstrates the strategies employed to live on the New England landscape.

Hannah Meier
“Constructions of Health on the Middlebury Women’s Cross-Country Team”
Health is a hot topic in American society. There is a diverse array of ideas in the media and public mind about what constitutes healthy behavior. Middlebury female cross-country runners are a health-conscious group, and frequently discuss health in relation to their running and personal lives. Among this group,
eating and exercise practices are justified in terms of being culturally normatively “healthy,” and are applicable beyond the sphere of athletic performance. This project examines how health is constructed among female cross-country runners and is a reflection of, and reaction to, their gender/age demographic. These findings contribute to the underlying questions of how health becomes defined within specific groups, and how the pervasive focus on diet and exercise in our society can be socially functional within a peer group. Based on eleven interviews with members of the Middlebury Women’s Cross-Country Team, I explore how “health” came to be understood in terms of diet and exercise, and is used as a cultural strategy for dealing with social expectations.

Harriet Napier
“The Subculture of the Suppressed: Living on the Periphery in Middlebury’s Motels”
This paper explores the development of a unique community of Vermont’s homeless within two Middlebury motels: the Sugar House and the Blue Spruce. These communities demonstrate homeless people’s increasing disenchantment with federal and state welfare programs, resistance to dictatorial institutions that inhibit human agency, and intensified marginalization. They change their definitions of “home” to accommodate an enduringly sub-par standard of living. I argue in this paper that it is the merger of extreme liminality with the homeless’ resistance to this marginalization that leads to the development of these motel subcultures. Existing on the periphery of mainstream society, these subcultures show how problems of the social welfare system are perceived by the homeless themselves. These communities have a novel economy system which allows them to convert among economic, social, and cultural capitals, to pay for their housing. This conversion of social networking into cash is a response to the severe limits on their agency, and the inability of the marginalized homeless to exercise independence because of their reliance on bureaucratic institutions. Interviews and narratives of approximately twenty currently or previously homeless individuals in and around Addison County reveal patterns of resistance, disenchantment, and capital exchange which make the maintenance of such a liminal society possible.

Lily Nguyen
“Murdering the Boundary between Children and Adults: An Investigation into the Emerging Narratives in the Case of Jordan Brown”
This paper looks at the conceptions of childhood to investigate how Americans think about treating children as adults. I focus on the media coverage of the 2009 case of Jordan Brown, an eleven-year-old Pennsylvania boy who was charged with killing his father’s pregnant girlfriend and her unborn fetus. Brown’s case was automatically placed into adult criminal court due to a state law regarding capital crimes, thus prompting a two-year-long appeals process that ultimately placed him in the juvenile system. During this legal debate, the primary concern of the media and public discourse surrounding the case was determining the appropriate forum for Brown to be tried in – was this boy a child or an adult? In analyzing these arguments, I uncover thirteen distinct narratives, each one serving to locate or place blame and responsibility for “Brown’s crime” in different places. I find that in trying to explain why and how Brown allegedly did what he did, media
and public discourses borrow from larger social dynamics to piece together disjointed explanations. These narratives, in turn, become new identities for Brown. This multiple identity, sustained by multiple narratives of Brown as a murderer, as an innocent boy, and as a victim of the state and society, serves to confuse the categories of child and adult.

**Samantha Parry**

“**The Pedophile Project: Kids, Sex and American Culture**”

This project examines the relationship between children and sex in American culture from two aspects: as sexual objects and as sexual actors. First, it considers the idea that we live in a pedophilic culture that eroticizes youth and innocence, yet denies doing so. My analysis is organized around the idea of moral panic. I ask, to what extent is the panic around pedophiles a moral panic and to what extent it is justified? I argue that we create the psychopathic “pedophile” as a folk devil in order to locate our cultural anxieties elsewhere.

The second half of the project looks at children as sexual actors and five of the ways that they act out sexually: clothing, dances, technology, sex ed, and as sexual offenders. I use social theory and historical perspective to contextualize assumptions about children’s relationship to sex. The concept of moral panic is again central to questioning the adult world’s reaction to kids acting out sexually.

**Sophia Perlman**

“**Imagining the Maasai: The West and the African ‘Other’**”

Africa has always captured the European and American imagination. Even in an increasingly globalized world, Africa still maintains a certain aura of exoticism and adventure to many Westerners. Drawing on the foundational distinction between the ‘self’ and ‘other’ in anthropology, this project explores how African ‘otherness’ is constructed through tourism and Western advertising. Focusing specifically on the Maasai, who have historically been perceived as emblematic of ‘tribal’ Africa, I examine the different ways in which Africa is constructed in direct opposition to Western culture. The theoretical concepts of the “tourist gaze,” authenticity, cultural consumption and commodification, and postcolonial identity inform my analysis. I demonstrate how ideas of ‘Africaness,’ traditionalism, primitivity, simplicity, naturalness, and purity manifest in Western perceptions and representations of the Maasai.

By looking at both tourism and advertising, I show how cultural identity is constructed through a complex transnational process of illusion-making. I illustrate the significance of cultural commodification in the world today and comment on the particular nature of cultural identity in an increasingly globalized and consumerist world.

**Erin Prak**

“**The Multiracial Perspective: Eyes Towards a Raceless Society**”

In my project, I explore patterns of racial identity development among multiracial students at Middlebury College through qualitative interviews. These students, who come from a variety of backgrounds, provide perspectives from within the context of the current political and racial climate of the US. At present two issues are posed to pull our country in two different directions regarding
race: the colorblind perspective and the multiracial movement. One advocates for post-racial politics and policies that do not factor in race as a cause of social discrepancies, and the other advocates for the recognition of “multiracial” as a federally-recognized racial category. Using fundamental identity theory, I analyze the students’ responses to questions regarding their personal feelings on race, racial identity, colorblindness, the multiracial movement, and the role of the multiracial population in the future of the U.S. Ultimately, I hope to use my results to argue that the identity choices multiracial individuals make potentially indicate a more viable path to a raceless America.

Lizzie Roberts
“Middlebury’s Bro Culture: An Ethnography of Social Drama”
Using both Victor Turner’s approach to processual analysis and Erving Goffman’s methods of dramaturgical analysis to frame the shifting politics of identity, this ethnographic account explains the recent emergence of “Bro culture” at Middlebury College. Through semi-structured interviews and daily participant observation of Bro behavior, I analyze both discourse and ritual to uncover the internal systems of power and meaning guiding the life of this cultural group. My thesis argues that Bro culture occupies a dual liminal status -- one ‘betwixt and between’ constructions of boyhood and manhood, and also ‘betwixt and between’ positions in Middlebury’s ongoing social drama (the unresolved project of breaking down the enduring structure of white patriarchy upon which the institution was founded). As a mechanism of defense and solidarity, Bros’ liminal performance of what I call “anti-stigma” works to challenge the liberal trajectory of this social drama that threatens their increasingly unstable postmodern rite of passage into manhood.

Sadie Rosenthal
“The Matchmaking Television Show Fei Cheng Wu Rao and the Chinese Concepts of Love and Marriage”
How do the Chinese concepts of marriage and love interact with Chinese socio-economic change? The goal of this thesis is to explore the intersections of changing ideas about money, gender, class, and marriage through an analysis of the content of, and reactions to, the Chinese matchmaking show Fei Cheng Wu Rao. First, a content analysis of the show’s episodes and media coverage and blogs about the show reveals a focus on controversial issues such as changing class structure and sexual behavior in China. I conducted further research through interviews with average viewers in Beijing, found randomly and through snowball sampling. The picture obtained from these interviewees was much more complex than the one originally obtained through content analysis alone. These interviews show that
although Fei Cheng Wu Rao brings together contradictions and tensions in Chinese society, it is not a mere reflection of that society. This work provides a new lens to evaluate the ways in which class, gender and social and political change interact and influence one another in contemporary China.

Emmanuelle Saliba
“The Overground Generation: The Rise of a New Electronic Dance Music Movement”

The electronic music scene has undergone many transformations since it first appeared nearly thirty years ago. With the evolution of technology in the 21st century, the movement is reaching a much wider audience and experiencing a period of rapid growth. The death of the ‘authentic’ rave has given place to the rise of a new scene and culture with its own identity. The purpose of the research is to discover this contemporary culture, as well as understand how it came to exist, how it has impacted and influenced our society and how this culture has been portrayed through literature. Through ethnographic study and literary analysis, this research documents how commercialization, law enforcement, political climate, technological advancements and hedonism have engendered fundamental changes in the structure of dance music parties and the identity of participants. This thesis also delves into historical analysis to understand how the trends and patterns of this new culture have been adapted from its predecessors. In an attempt to define this subculture and how these individuals categorize their experience, I also analyze how participants view their culture. I find the various social factors have caused this movement to change and adopt a new identity.

Julia Sisson
“‘Hope Gives Birth to Courage’: The Agency of Female Characters in the Films of Ousmane Sembène”

Women’s agency is a growing topic in anthropological research. I use feminist theory to analyze the agency of female characters in five films by Senegalese filmmaker Ousmane Sembène: Mandabi (1968), Xala (1975), Guelwaar (1992), Faat Kiné (2001), and Moolaadé (2005), examining three categories of data: dress, money handling, and interpersonal interactions. I argue that Sembène portrays Senegalese women as exhibiting significant agency, increasing over time -- from breaking and negotiating norms, to implementing change within religious and male-dominated systems of power. Dress in these movies is less significant in subverting these norms than how the female characters gain access to money either independently or by manipulating their husbands, build solidarity and support networks amongst themselves, and find honor rather than shame in their sexuality.
Amethyst Tate
“Gender Representation: Black Female Sexuality within Hip-Hop Culture”
This project examines the portrayal of African-American women within Black culture. This project analyzes how they are represented in terms of their sexuality and in relation to the dominant society’s beauty ideals. Much Black feminist theoretical scholarship pertains to the marginality of Black women and their representation within America. Yet few works analyze the color complexes many Black women struggle with and how many have internalized the dominant ideology. Additionally, few works examine who within the Black community and the wider society is promoting the dominant society’s ideals of feminine beauty. I examine music videos, the images of Black women promoted in the media, and how Black females themselves either uphold or resist negative stereotypes of Black female sexuality and dominant beauty standards. The central research questions in Gender Representation research are: (1) has the world of Hip-Hop, which began as a forum to empower a subordinated race, contributed to the perpetuation of stereotypes of Black women as hyper-sexualized? And (2) have Black women contributed to their own oppression? Using content analysis and data collected from magazines, newspapers, interviews, and blogs, the goal of this research is to provide greater insight into how issues of race pervade American society. The aim is also to raise people’s consciousness about the inequalities that Black women face on a daily basis.

Note: Amethyst was one of the co-recipients of the 2012 Blum & Company, Inc. Award which is awarded to a graduating senior in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology for high academic achievement or leadership in student and community activities.

Mariana Borges Veras
“Problematic Populations: Tacit Assumptions of the NIMH National Latino and Asian American Study”
This essay addresses the manners in which a National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) epidemiological study, the National Latino and Asian American Survey (NLAAS), reproduces existing ethnic power structures in the United States by affirming Anglo-American standards of mental healthcare despite information that subverts their applicability. Through an examination of discourse in the psychological research literature that directly refer to the NLAAS as a main source of data, I identify patterns in researchers’ basic assumptions about Latino and Asian American populations. Using Foucault’s works on modern psychiatry and scientific discourse as framework for my analysis, I propose that these patterns suggest that the greater national public initiative to ameliorate mental health conditions among minority populations is rooted in the same ideologies used to subjugate those populations.
Not more assigned reading!
(The SOAN Dept. Review of Books)
By David Stoll

Here are the most instructive and/or provocative books I read this last year, none guilty of academic prose:

Michael Lewis’ Boomerang: Travels in the New Third World (2011) explains the European financial crisis through character sketches of the Icelandic bankers, Irish real estate developers and Greek bureaucrats who turned their countries into bywords for financial collapse, and also of the dumkopf Germans who entrusted their savings to same. If you don’t know whether to laugh or cry, you might as well laugh—so reasoned Vanity Fair, which commissioned each chapter from the Steve Martin of finance journalism.

Jonathan Morduch et al.’s Portfolios of the Poor: How the World’s Poor Live on $2 a Day (2009) is an eye-opening look at the intense borrowing that characterizes the lives of many of the world’s poorest people. Microcredit is getting increasingly negative reviews from social researchers. However, this is the best explanation I have seen of how microcredit and other forms of borrowing enable poor people to survive. This is essential reading for anyone who wants to work with poor people.

Doug Saunders’ Arrival City: How the Largest Migration in History is Reshaping Our World (2011) is an upbeat defense of the indefensible -- the awful stinking slums that surround cities. Why would anyone want to live in such places when they could breathe clean country air? Deluded or not, the rural-to-urban migrants populating such neighborhoods believe they provide a higher standard of living. Saunders argues that, even as new arrivals keep up the flow of misery, in actuality these neighborhoods are effective escalators into the urban working class. What wrecks the escalator, he further argues, are slum-clearance programs which have the unintended effect of generating underclasses—the people who stay poor generation after generation.

Gordon Mathews’ Ghetto at the Center of the World: Chungking Mansions (2011) is about a commercial high-rise in Hong Kong filled with African traders and other itinerants of global trade. Urban anthropologists have a hard time finding social microcosms with enough personal interaction to say something meaningful about the many different kinds of people who inhabit cities. This is why it’s hard to find a good ethnography of a shopping mall or an airport; they’re too impersonal. But in Chungking Mansions Mathews found a microcosm that says a lot about low-end globalization (i.e., low-end financial speculation) around the world. Even better, Chungking Mansions houses many one-
star pensions where you and your backpacker friends can afford to stay.

Jacob Wheeler’s *Between Light and Shadow: A Guatemalan Girl’s Journey through Adoption* (2011) explains why Guatemala became a mecca for Americans seeking to adopt children and why the Guatemalan government shut down the industry a few years ago. The reason is simple but you will have to get halfway through the book to find out what it is.

Danny Hoffman’s *The War Machines: Young Men and Violence in Sierra Leone and Liberia* (2011) focuses on the proletarians with little-to-lose who do most of the fighting and killing in West African civil wars. Usually you hear that such people are victims of neoliberal capitalism; they are also often surplus sons of polygamous fathers. For anyone exhausted by the depressing chronologies of Sierra Leone and Liberia, Hoffman helpfully renames the two conflicts as the Mano River War, after the river that separates the two countries, and explains how they both reflect a new mode of production. Hoffman was a war photographer before he did his Ph.D in anthropology; this book is a good antidote to the idealization of Latin American insurgents which is still surprisingly strong in U.S. academia.

**Bringing ‘Serpent Turtle’ to Middlebury**

*by Ashley Higgins and James Fitzsimmons*

In 2011, the Middlebury College Museum of Art sent us to Guatemala with three goals: to excavate and record data from two stele (Stela 1 and Stela 12) that had been found at the Jaguar Hill archaeological site, to safely transport the stele to the Guatemalan Museum for a public viewing, and to create a replica of Stela 12 for the College. This excavation was, in part, the inspiration for Higgins’ senior project on political symbolism among the Classic Maya.

Stele 12 is significant because it was key to the identification of a rather obscure area called Zapote Bobal as the ancient Maya city of Hiix Witz, or ‘Jaguar Hill.’ This city features in the inscriptions of several other major Mayan centers, including Dos Pilas, Piedras Negras, and Yaxchilan, but its location was a mystery until the discovery of this stela. The site is characterized by a rather large number of hieroglyphic monuments, but of these, Stela 12 is the best-preserved. It bears the portrait and description of a king named Chan Ahk, or ‘Serpent Turtle,’ and describes him dancing and celebrating (possibly during his own birthday). Perhaps the most fun thing about this monument is that he is actually wearing his name -- he has a coiled serpent for a headdress and is wearing a stylized turtle carapace as a breastplate! The replica of Stele 12 will be on display at the College in the Davis Family Library.
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Carolyn Barnwell ‘07 is producing Ocean Health documentaries for the National Geographic Society.

Leilani Brown ’93 works for Starr Companies as the Chief Marketing Officer. She says that “Every day in NYC is a study in soc/anthro!”

Lila Buckley ’04 married Simon Lim in Ukiah, California, on June 1, 2012.

Kenzie Chin ’10 is a kindergarten teacher in New York, and is in grad program at Bank Street School of Education for her dual certification in Childhood Special and General Education.

Kelly George’08 will be starting a graduate program in International Affairs and Urban Policy at the New School in New York.

Stephen Gray ’69 earned a Master of Divinity degree from Duke University in 1972 and recently retired from the ministry after serving 12 years as the Conference Minister (bishop) of the Indiana-Kentucky Conference, United Church of Christ.

Kristin Haas ’11 won the Nuquist Award for outstanding student research on a Vermont topic from the UVM Center for Research in Vermont for her senior thesis, ““Neighborly Relations: The Production of Positive and Negative Social Capital in a Low-Income Housing Community.”

Liz Kofman ’07 is a graduate student in sociology at UCLA.

Laura Kuhl ’07 is a doctoral candidate at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, focusing on environmental policy and development economics.

Veronica Muoio ’11 is a Peace Corps Volunteer in Jordan.

Beth Wimberly Piekarksy ’87 is teaching 5th grade and says, “I had no idea my degree would lead to teaching. I love what I do and would like to encourage others to let the path unwind as is does!”
Heidi Schmidt ’10 has been accepted to SUNY New Paltz for a Master’s Degree program in Speech and Language Pathology.

Judith Schutter ’05 works in the US Embassy in Bogota, Columbia.

Karen Kehoe Swank ’91 says that she “was a joint Psychology/Sociology major at Midd and now uses both subjects every day working in a state correctional facility in Massachusetts.”

Pauley Tedoff ’05 was back at Middlebury this year to work with Svea Closser on an international public health research project.

Germaine Tupper ’94 received a Rhodes Scholarship in her senior year at Middlebury and completed a master’s degree in Physiology and Genetics at Oxford. Since then, she was a clinical researcher in oncology, and until recently worked in biotechnology drug development for Amgen. She is about to begin a Ph.D. program in medical anthropology because, she says, “viewing health and illness in strictly biological terms is too narrowly constructed and incomplete, and our nation’s approach to medical care has become increasingly detached from the human experience.”

Future Issues

As always, please send us more newsletter material to msherida@middlebury.edu! We love to hear from you.
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